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On 
P R E F A C E 
In general relativity certain types of calculations 
are simplified if one deals with a tetrad formalism. An 
important example is the Newman-Penrose formalism. On the 
other hand, certain physical problem in general relativity 
are often conveniently described by using a formalism 
adopted to the geometry of the particular situation. For 
example, the Geroch-Heid-Penrose (GKP) formalism describes 
in a better way the geometry of a null 2-surface S where 
/* * ©ne can choose t and n to point along the null normals 
a 
of S and the real and imaginary parts of m tangent to S. 
The present dissertation entitled 'Differential 
Geometric Methods in General Relativity* deals with a survey 
of these tetrad formalisms and their applications. The 
original contribution is neither expected nor claimed. 
Emphasis has been made on those techniques and approaches 
of tetrad formalism which are planned to be used in the 
subsequent work. The dissertation consists of four chapters 
and a bibliography. 
Chapter I is an introductory one in which we have 
given some definitions and a brief summary of the tetrad 
formalisms. Various approaches for the classification of the 
Riemann curvature tensor have been given. Tetrad calculus 
and the two component spinor calculus have also been discussed 
cm 
in detail. 
Using the results of Chapter I, a detailed account 
of the spin coefficient formalism due to Newman and Penrose 
is presented in chapter II. The applications of this forina-
lism alongwith the geometrical and physical meanings of the 
spin coefficientihave also been given. 
The quantities which behave properly under spin and 
boost transformations lead to the study of the compacted 
spin coefficient formalism due to Geroch, Held and Penrose, 
This formalism is now known as GHP formalism and forms the 
contents of chapter III. The applications of this formalism 
have also been presented. 
In chapter IV, the techniques of integration within 
the GHP forsaalism have been dealt in detail. The integration 
process for NP formalism has also been discussed. As an 
illustration that how the integration is carried out in 
compacted spin coefficient formalism, the conformally flat 
pure radiation metrics have been discussed. 
The dissertation ends up v/ith a list of references 
which by no means is a complete bibliography of the work on 
the tetrad formalisms. Only the work referred to in the 
dissertation has been included in this list. 
CJiAPTHR I 
INTRODUCTION 
The standard way of treating problems in general relativity 
(GR) is to consider Einstein field equation (EFE) in a local coor-
dinate basis adapted to the problems with which one is workingo 
In recent years it has proved advantageous to -'vi^ re a suitable 
tetrad basis of four linearly independent vectors, to projact the 
relevant quantities on to the chosen basis and consider the equations. 
satisfied by them. This is tetrad formalising 
In the application of tetrad formalism, the choice of the 
tetrad basis depends on the symmetries of the space-^time with vvh.ich 
we are working, and to some extent is the part of the probleiru Such 
tetrad formalisms are often used in GR to simplify many calculations» 
The important example is the Newman-Penrose formalism (or in short 
NP formalism. A detailed account of this formalism alongwith its 
applications is given in Chapter II)o This is a tetrad formalism 
with special choice of the null basis consisting of a pair of real 
a a 
null vectors L and n and ? pair of complex conjugate null vector; 
a _ a 
m and m » These vectors satisfy the orthogonality conditions 
a ^ a a a 
£ m = £ m = n m ~ n fn t-_- o . .. (i) 
3 a s a 
besides the requirement 
2 « 
f) if^ ^ — — * ^ ( : ^ L = n n = i n m = m ^ m = 0 .».(2) 
a a a «i 
that the vectors be null. These basis vectors also satisfy the 
normalization condition 
t. n = 1, m in = ~1. o,. (3) 
Since the chosen tetrad is null, it is not surprising that this 
formalism has an alternative, and more general, definitions in terms 
of tpinors [43]o 
Although such formalisms are tsssful in general, they have 
particular advantages if the basis vectors (or v^. pinors/ ar^ ? net 
completely arbitrary but are related to the geometry or physics in 
some natural way* For example, if we are studying the geometry of a 
a a 
null 2-surface S we can then choose the tetrad so that t and n 
point along the outgoing and ingoing null normals of S, and the 
a a 
real and imaginary parts of m and m are tangent to S» The 
remaining ga*ige freedom in the choice of the tetrad is the two 
dimensional subgroup of the Lorentz group representing a boost in the 
direction normal to S and a rotation in the direction tangent to 
A • A 
S. In terms of the spinors we choose the flagpoles of o and L, 
to point along the directions of the null normals and the remaining 
A 
gauge freedom (which preserves the normalization o [. ~ i) is 
A 
.A 
-1 A 
where 7\ is an arbitrary (nowhere vanishing) complex scalar field. 
- 3 « 
A A 
The pair of spin»r fields o and i is called a dyad or spin-framj 
(see also Chapter II and 1.7.1)0.' '.Otber important physical situations ir 
which tetrad is defined up to spin and boost transformations include 
certain radiation problems and the case of type D space-times« 
Under the transformation (4) some of the spin-coefficients 
(Ricci rotation coefficients w.rot. a basis ) are simply rescaled, 
vvhi^ e others transform in a way which include the d^'ri^V^^i'&.j of /i c 
It is seen that the spin-coefficients can be combined with the differ-
ential operators to produce new differential operators of proper spin 
and boost weights. If^e work with the quantities that simply rescaie 
under spin and boost transformations, we then have Geroch-Held-Penrose 
(GHP) or compacted spin-coefficient formalism [l8]o 
This formalism (GHP) is particularly useful in studying the 
geometry of space-like 2-surfaces where the differential operators and 
spin-coefficients have a natural interpretation in terms of the 
intrinsic and extrinsic geometry of the 2-surface. However, this 
formalism also plays an important role not only in the study of type 
D space-times where there is a symmetric arrangement between the two 
null vectors, but also in the study of conformally flat radiative 
solutions of EFE [13], 
In many physically important situations there is only one 
preferred null direction. Examples of such situation include space-
times with null congruences (which often arise in the study of radia-
tion), null hypersurfaces or wave fronts and type N space-tinies. To 
deal v/ith such situations, recently Machado Ramos and Vickers [38]^[39] 
have given a formalism which is invariant under null rotation. 
- 4 -
The present dissertation gives a comprehensive review of these 
differential geometric techniques used to study the type D gravita-
tional fields, radiative space-times and the related topics. In this 
Chapter, we shall give some basic concepts that shall be used in the 
subsequent Chapters. 
1. Differentiable manifolds and related topics 
Differentiable manifolds are the most basic structures in 
differential geometry. Intuitvely, an n-dimensional manifold is a 
space M such that any point pGM has a neighbourhood uuM which 
n 
is homeomorphic to an open set in E . To have a precise mathematical 
definition, we r\eed some terminology [27]o 
A chartt (u,^) on M consists of a subset u of M with 
n n 
a map (j) : u — > E (one-one and onto) (or an open subset of E ) 
such that (j) assigns to every point p6u an n-tuples of real 
variables (x ,x ,...,x ) so called "• local coordinates of p. 
Two charts (u,(J)) and (u ,({) ) are said to be compatible 
if the map ({) o <{)"" on the image (j)(unu ) of the overlap of u 
and u is continuous, one-to-one and having a continuous inverse 
(i.e. homeomorphic). See figure below: 
4)taf\LL 
(p(u auf) 
- 5 -
An atlas on M is a collection of compatible charts (u .(J) ) 
such that every point of M lies in atleast one chart neighbourhood 
u . Mostly it is not possible to cover the manifold with a single 
chart, (e.g. n-dimensional sphere). 
We thus have 
Definition; An n-dimensional (topological) manifold consists of a 
k 
space M together with an atlas on M. It is a (C or analytic) 
differentiable manifold if the maps (p © <p relating different 
charts are not only continuous but differentiable (respectively, 
k 
d or analytic) also. In this case the coordinates are related by 
k 
n differentiable (C oy-analytic) functions with non-vanishing 
Jacobian matrix at each point of the overlap: 
i • i' i • i 
X = X (x ), det (—T") >^  0 ... (5) 
dx^ 
A vector, in general, can not be considered as an arrow 
joining two points of the manifolds. To have a consistent generali-
n 
zation of the concept of vectors in E , the vectors on M has to be 
-> 
identified with tangent vectors. A tangent vector v at p is an 
operator (linear functional) which assigns to each differentiable 
function f on M a real number v (f). This operator satisfies 
(i) v (f+h) = V (f) + V (h) 
-> ^ _», 
(ii) V (fh) = hv (f) + fv (h) .., (6) 
~> -> 
(iii) V (cf) = cv (f), c = constant 
- 6 -
For any constant c it follows from (6) that v (c) = 0. The 
definition (6) is independent of the choice of the coordinates. A 
tangent vector is simply a directional derivative along a curve j (t) 
through p: expanding any function f in a Taylor series at p and 
using (6) it can be shown that any tangent vector v at p can be 
written as 
v = V -S^ ... (7) 
i -^ 
The real coefficients v are the components of v at p w.r.t. 
1 n 
the local coordinate system (x ,...,x ) in a neighbourhood of p. 
From (7), the directional derivatives along the coordinate lines at 
p form a basis of an n-dimension vector space whose elements are 
the tangent vectors at p. This space is called tangent space and 
is denoted by T . The basis < d/dx ? is called a coordinate 
basis or holonomic frame. The tangent vectors are also known as 
contravariant vectors. 
A general basis • [ e l is formed by n linearly independent 
e ; any vei 
basis vectors, i.e. 
vectors ctor v ^ T is a linear combination of these 
a P 
-> a -> 
V = v e ... (8) 
A coordinate basis ^d/dx j represents a special choice of 
j_e^ ? , In older litrature of GR the components w.r.to coordinate 
bases were preferred for actual computations. In many instances it 
is convenient to use a general basis (a tetrad) and for such situations 
- 7 -
the well known examples are Petrov classification (this chaoter) and 
NP-fortnalism (chapter II). 
A l~form w (cotagent or covariant vector) at p, is a linear 
mapping of the tangent space T onto the reals i.e. w : T > 
P a ^ 
Th^. n linearly independent 1-forms w which are uniquely determined 
by 
a ^a 
<U3 ,e^> =bj^ 
forms a basis jw ) of the dual space T of the tangent space T . 
2. Riemann Curvature Tensor 
h 
The curvature tensor f^i-;b.» defined through the Ricci identity 
h 
^i;jk - ^i;kj = ^ijk \* 
s known as the Riemann curvature tensor and plays a key role in the 
invariant characterization of a gravitational field independent of any 
special coordinate system. The algebraic and geometric properties of 
this tensor have extensively been studied by several workers (for a 
detailed discussion, see [51] and the references there in ). An 
algebraic classification of this tensor was given by Petrov [44] and 
Pirani [45]. Witten [50] and Penrose [43] have redeveloped the algebraic 
and geometric properties using the techniques of spinor calculuso 
The Riemann curvature tensor Rab^ ^^ji can be decomposed as 
^abcd = ^abcd •*" ^abcd '*' '^ abcd 
- 8 
^abcd - 12 ^^ac ^bd "" ^ ad ^bc^ - 12 ^abcd 
Sab= ^ ab-i^^ab' ^^\ 
R and S ^ respectively denote the trace and traceless pa/tTof the 
ao j^  
Ricci tensor R^ ^^  defined as R^^ a R^ad and C^^^^ Is the Weyl 
conformal tensor. 
The Petrov classification (of the gravitational fields) is the 
classification of Riemannian space according to the algebraic proper-
ties of the vVeyl tensor C . , which coincides v/ith Riemann tensor 
R ^ ^ for vacuum field (cf. above equation),, This classification was 
abed 
further developed by Lichnerowicz [3], Bel [6], Sharma and Husain [47] 
and several others* Essentially there are three approaches for the 
classification of the Riemann tensor (a) the matrix method (b) the 
tensor method and (c) the Spinor method. It was shown by Ludwig [34] 
that the tensor method is equivalent to the other two. The spinor 
method is the shortest and elegant route to Petrov classification, 
tensor method is useful in many calculations while the matrix method 
has advantages in some of the physical interpretation. We shall 
mention these methods brieflyo 
(a) Matrix method [29,44]: The original Petrov classification 
consists essentially in classifying the types of the self-dual tensor 
^abcd according to the number of eigenbivector X . defined by 
- 9 -
2 ^abcd ^ = ^ ^ab» ^ab = ~ ^ ^ ab' ^ ab " 2 abed ^ ' 
"x ,. denotes the dual of X . (Bivectors are second rank antisymmetric 
ab AD ^ ^ 
tensors. The complex bivector X^ ^^  = X^ ^^  + i X^ ^^  is self dual, ioe. 
* '-' * 
satisfy the condition (X^ j^ )^ = - i X^ ,^  .^  
The different Petrov types characterized by distinct eigenvalues 
and eigenbivectors are shown in the following table. 
Table I 
Petrov types I 
Distinct eigenbivector 3 
D 
3 
II 
2 
N 
2 
III 
1 
Distinct eigenvalues distinct two equal distinct equal necessa-
nece- rily zero 
ssarily 
zero 
Adding the conformally flat space-times (^  i^  ^  = 0) the 
increasing specialization which appears as one moves on the right of 
the table I suggest a Kierarch al arrangement which may be set out 
in Penrose diagram (see fig. 2)<. 
I 
II > D 
III > N •>0 
Fig. 2, Penrose diagram 
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The arrows point in the directions of increasing specialization. 
Type I often referred to as algebraically general, the other types 
as algebraically specialo 
(b) Tensor method [29,46]: From the Weyl tensor and its null 
a 
eigenvector k it is also possible to select the types of the 
grevitational fields. The key result in this approach is due to 
Debever [8] which states that 
'In every empty space time~there exists one and at least four 
a 
principal null direction (pnd) k j^  0 such that 
r s a 
kfK C T r k T k k = 0, k^ k = 0. •» [b ajrs [q nj ' a 
The classification by pnd is given in table IIo A Weyl tensor is 
algebraically special if it admits at least one multiple pnd. The 
multiplicities of the pnd are symbolically depicted in the right hand 
side of table II« 
Types 
I 
II 
D 
III 
N 
0 
Multiplicity 
of LKe. -rvu^UL 
(1,1,1,1) 
(2,1,1)| 
(2,2) J 
(3,1) 
(4) 
no preferred 
eigenvector 
Table II 
Eqns. Satisfied 
by C . . 
' abed 
k C k k k 
[b aJrs [q n] 
r s 
k C k k = 0 
[b a]rsq 
r 
k C k = 0 
[b a]rsq 
^arsq ^' = ^  
C = 0 
arsq 
= 0 ^ ^ , 
- 11 -
(c) Spinor method [43]: This method is equivalent to tensor method, 
Penrose showed that the Weyl tensor corresponds uniquely to a 2-compo-
nent spinor ^,Don» symmetric in its indices. 3y expressing 
» p A D U U 
r n A 
^ABCn ^ ^ % ^ ^^ •^^ ""^  arbitrary spinor) as a product of 
linear factors: 
A B C D A B C D 
W D f ^ f f = («A ^  ^^h 5 )Wc 5 )(^D 5 ) 
we may write l|J.Rpn ^^  ^t^nrn = * P Y ^ » where a , p ,Y » ^  
•"-ABCD -^ ABCD ( A B C D ) A B C D 
are determined uniquely. Each of these one-index spinor corresponds 
to a null vector k (Debever vector) and the classification is shown 
in table III (The occurrence of p coincident null vector k is 
denoted by a number p in the symbol [ ] in the table III), 
Table III 
Type Partition/ 
symbol 
Form of ijj ABCD Eqns. satisfied 
^y 'i'ABCD 
I 
I I 
D 
I I I 
N 
0 
[ n i l ] 
[211] 
[22] 
[31] 
[4] 
^^^^ ( A B C D ) 
'^ABCD (^  3 ^^ j^j 
'•'ABCD (^  3 »^ ^ j^jj 
^^^° ( A B C D ) 
^ABCD = «A '^ B "C «D 
^ ABCD = 0 
^ ABCD 
B C D 
a a a =Aa.;?^^ 0 
C D 
^A^B' 
D 
'I^ ARpn a =^«Aanap, ?^ f^ C 
'ABCD A^B^C 
^ABCD = % "B °=C °^ D 
- XZ 
3. Tetrad Calculus [7,17] 
Let V. be a four dimensional Riemanian space with signature 
-2. In this space introduce a tetrad system of vectors ^^ '"^ '"^ ix'"'^ ' 
i and n being real null vectors and m with its complex 
conjugate in being complex null vectors. The vector m can be 
defined from a pair of real, orthogonal unit space-like vectors a 
and b by m = ~ (a - ib ). These vectors satisfy the conditions 
(l)-(3). Introduce now the notation 
Z = (t -n ,m ,m ), m = l,2,3p4. 
mp, ^ ^ i' p.' p* p.'^' * t » 
The tetrad indices can be raised or lowered by the flat space 
time metric r]^^'. 
mn 
'mn ' 
0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 - 1 
0 0 - 1 0 
... (9) 
Such a tetrad is called a complex null tetrad, I^  can easily 
be seen that [7] 
mn f t — 7 7 r \ — ^ n ^ 
g„^ i - «... r,o Ti - ^ ^ + n^^^ - m^ m^- m^ m^ ... (10a) ']xi> 'm\x n9 
n = Z Z , q 
'mn mji ni) ^ 
|i-v^ 
... (10b) 
* Greek indices (values 1,2,3,4) are tensor indices, later letters of 
Latin alphabet (m,n> etc) (values 1,2,3,4) are tetrad indices, 
capital Latin A,B,... (values 0,1) are spinor indices and small 
earlier letters of Latin alphabet (a,b,... etc.) (values 0,1) are 
Spinor 'dyad' indices. 
- 13 ~ 
Once a field of complex null tetrad is assigned in space-time, 
the tetrad formalism can then be used for describing geometric objects. 
The operation of covariant differentiation appears in the complex 
Ricci rotation coefficients through the equation 
... (11) np Y = Z , 
'm mn;v 
n\x p^ 
Z Z 
mnp nmp 
The Ricci identity 
•7 — T T ' - x f ' o • • • V 1 2 J 
surves to define the curvature tensor, after repeated application of 
(11), can be used to find the tetrad components of Riemann tensor 
a p Y £ 
mnpq apY2> ni n p q ^ ' 
in terms of Ricci rotation coefficients as 
mnpq mnp;q mnqjp mq ^np mp fnq mnt pq qp 
R = Y - Y + V£ r - r^  T + Y (Y^ - vj_ ) 
... (14) 
mnpjq mnp q|i 
with Y = Y ... ^ • 
f H-
In the tetrad notation, the relationship between the Riemann tensor, 
Weyl tensor and Ricci tensor remain unchanged. 
- 14 -
- I (%q n^p - V n^q^  '^^ ^ 
while the Bianchi i den t i t i e s R t^pry ^ .^] = '^  ^ '^^ ^ ^^^ ^°^"^ 
^mn[pq;Y] = M r % ] ^ n - Yn[r % ] g m "^  ^ ^mn^[p T ^ q ] ' • • ^^^^ 
In (14) we have used the intrinsic derivative (|) = (() Z from 
which we have 
;m:n mu n^ m|ji n-p m^ n^ 
m^ L _nV mpn \x 
Interchanging m and n in (17) and using Z .^ ^  = Y ^p 
obtained from (11), we have 
;m;n ^;n;m ;P m n n m 
(|) - ({) = (() [y - Y ^  ] ... (18) 
We shall be also using the following notation for the directional 
derivatives 
D(|) = ( t ) . ^ ^ , A ( t ) ^ ( ( ) . | ^ n 
... (19) 
S(|) =(|) m ,S(j) 3 ^ m 
4. Two component spinor calculus [7,17] 
To have a connection between tensor and spinors, we need a 
connecting quantity o^g satisfying 
- 15 -
AS' 
where a is a 2x2 Hermitian matrix for each value of l^o The 
Levi-Civita symbols G are antisymmetric expression with 6^-^ ~%n* ~ 
01 0*1' '"S-
£ = € -If and are used for raising and lower^spinor indices: 
A AS A 
§ = 6 5 0 f 5 g = 5 AB 
. . . (21) 
A* A'B« ^ A' 
T) = € Tig, , ng , = fc^.g, Ti 
The spinor equivalent of any tensor is a quantity having each tensor 
index replaced by a pair of spinor indices, one unprimed and one 
primed; 
A|i AB'CD' AB» CD» ^^ 
X , .e--> X EF» = a^ o^ X^ Og^ p, 
>|a \ H AB'CD' EF' 
Inversely: X = O^Q , O^Q, X EF' cr^  
and thus equation (20) shows that the spinor equivalent of g ^ is 
^AC ^B'D' • 
When taking the complex conjugate of a spinor, unprimed indices 
become primed, and primed indices become unprimed, e.g., the complex 
AB'CD' -A'BC'D 
conjugate of X r-^ , is X ' » whence the condition for 
X^ to be real is the Kermitian property 
AB'CD' -B'AD'C 
^ EF' "^  -^  F'E 
16 -
The covariant derivative 3 of the spinor ^. is 
B 
whore T"" is the spinor affine connection. The corresponding 
'All 
Quantity V deals with the primed indices. The rules of covariant 
'A'|J. 
differentiation for spinor indices are same as that of tensor indices. 
B 
The choice of T7 ^^ ^^'^ ^"^ ^^^ requirement that the covariant 
derivatives of o^B*^ ^AB' ^ A'B' shall all vanish. 
From (20), it can be shown that the four expressions 
V ^11" ''oi'' ^ 10' ••• ^ ^^ ^ 
satisfy the same orthogonality relations (l)-(3) as the four vectors 
\x \x 1^  _ H 
J, , n , m , m • Vv'e v/ant to identify the expression (23) as a 
convenient tetrad. As such these expressions do not really denote 
vectors as the covariant derivative of cr-ni is zero while this is 
|j. |a 10. __ |i. 
not so for the vectors ^ ,n ,m , m (cf. eqn. (11)). 
A A 
To remove this difficulty, introduce two basis spinors o , i 
(a dyad) such that 
A A B A 
0 L - fi^Q 0 i = - ^^0 = 1 (normalization condition) 
... (24) 
A dyad (in spin space) is analogous to a tetrad in vector space. 
We may put 
- 17 -
A B« ^ 1^  A -
B 
i = ^AB- O O » " = ^AB' ^ ^ 
A - B' 
0 I. ... (25) 
and accordingly we have 
'AB' 
1 
m 
m 
n' 
AB 1 
n 
m 
-m 
>i 
... (26) 
which are the natural generalization of the Pauli spin-matrices. The 
covariant derivatives of these expressions will now involve the 
A A 
covariant derivatives of o and i o 
As in the case of tetrads, it is ^£>m/en.ient to have a generic 
A A A -A' 
symbol for both o and t . Define T f J ^Y 
a a 
A A A A _A' 
0 1 O 
A' _A' 
= o , T 
1' 
— A • 
... (27) 
Then, for example, given a spinor ^Aoip*^® =^"^  define its dyad 
components 
A -.B' C 
"^ ab'c ^ ^AB'C ^a ^ b ' ^c 
The lower case indices behave the same way algebraically as 
ordinary (capital) spinor indices, but when covariant differentiation 
is applied, no terms involving an affine connection appears for the 
lower case indices. Thus, the important formal difference between 
the lower case and capital indices in simply the difference w.r.t. 
the covariant differentiationo 
- 18 -
Keeping this view, we can choose the components of u.^ to be 
the Kronecker delta, and thus the dyadic components of any spinor 
will be identical with its spinor components. The expression 
la |i A _ B ' 
^ab' = ^ AB- ^a "^b- •'• ^ ^8) 
now gives us £. > n , ra , m as ab' take, respectively, the values 
o^'» 11'» ^ l'» 10' by (25). With this interpretation, the expression: 
(23] may be thought of as giving the required tetrad. However, it is 
essential to maintain the distinction between the dyad and spinor 
indices when covariant derivative is involved. 
The components of T g are now the same as those of ^ /,n' 
"^^^^ ^aAi^i = -^Ic Vp!; = J'^  I^A^ = TIA^, from (22). For the 
analogue of rotation coefficients (11)*, we therefore have 
A |i 
abed ' ~'aA}ji ^ b '^cd' I aKf«r1 I •" o A . i i ^ K '^rd^ • • • ( ^ 9 ) 
with the symmetry 
•abed' ~ ' bacd' '•• ^ ^^ ^ 
. . . \i. .00 
Writing (j) o ^ , = d ,_, (b n n 
the intrinsic derivatives (19) become 
* The quantities Tlbcd' can be expressed directly in terms of the 
abed 
derivatives of o ^^, as follows: 
'abed' 2 I ^cd'ap'bq' ~ °cd'bq'ap' • "^ -^ l^ 'b^ /c/j 
^^^^^ ^ab'cd'ef =^ab' ^ cd' %ef^,^ 
T- _ 1 P'"^ ' JUL ^ 
°^f iabcd'-2 6 °aq' ^cd' ^^ i^bp';)) 
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D E d . , Aa^ii^* S = ^ 01" ^5^10' ...(32) 
00 
The commutation relations for these derivatives acting on scalers 
Pq (I 
P^  
r p
[*ab- »cd- - «cd- ^b'i t = l6 'T~^cd' V ' - "^cab' «qd') 
le ' 
rb'dc r'aD'a 
can be obtained from ^33) using {2Q) and (29), Vihen the derivatives 
act on T » we have aA 
^ f e ' f T c d b ' •" ^ d b ' T I c f e ' = ^ [ l a p d b ' T q c f e ' "^  Ucpb* I q d f e ' 
a p f e ' ' q c d b ' "* ' a c p e ' ' q f d b ' 
•*" ^ ^ U c d r ' ' s ' b ' e ' f ' ' a c f r ' U ' e ' b ' d 
+ L c d f ^ e ' b ' ^ ' ^ ^ e ' b - ^^cd ^ a f -^  ^ a b ^cf^ 
•^  l a c b ' e ' ^ f d • • ' ^34) 
where the relations 
D -
C B ... (35) 
C^(,P' ^ Q')^A " ^ ABP'Q' ? 
have been used to obtain (34). The spinors ^^Q^Q '^ABC'D' ^^ "^  A 
represent, respectively, the Weyl tensor, trace-free part of Rlcci 
ensor, and the scalar curvature. They have the symmetries: 
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^ABCD " i'(ABCD) 
... (36) 
^ABC'D' = $(AB)(C'D') ^  ^ C'D'AB 
with -1 
A = 5^ R 
The spinor equivalent of the Riemann curvature tensor ^f^oyc 
decomposed as follows: 
"^AE'BF'CG'DH' = TA3CD E'F' G'H' "^  ?E'F'G'H' AB CD 
+ 2'^ ^^ AC ^ BD^E'E'^^'ifT^B ^ CD^E'H' ^ F'G'^ 
•*"^ AB ^CDE'F' ^ ^'H' '*' CD ^ ABG'H' ^ E'F' *** ^^^^ 
The Bianchi identities in spinor form are 
D 
^^' ^ ABCD - ^ (C fAB)G'H' 
AG* 
^ ^ABG'H' = " ^  ^ BH'^ 
... (38) 
from which we obtain 
P 
d^- $abcp - ^c^' ib)dH' ={^ $pr(ab^ c)''''d' + tbcp r'^'i 
~ ^ '(ab $c)pfd' "[it'd'v'(a ^bc) -^  T^' V(a'*^ bc) d') 
and ... (39) 
Pt' v'wV t' — p , — o 
3*.b-/^** $apb-t. = e [fab w- TT.fv' ^Japb. t H'W,"/ 
nr ••• ("^ 0) 
r t- t« -r-P^ 3. t • -r—P ^ •> 
CHAPTER II 
THE NEWMAN-PENROSE FORMALISM 
The Newman-Penrose formalism (also known as spin-coefficient 
formalism) is a tetrad formalism with special choice of basis vectors. 
The beauty of this formalism, when it was first proposed by Newman and 
Penrose in 1962, was precisely in their choice of a null basis: it was 
a departure from the choice of an orthonormal basis which was customary 
till then. The underlying motivation for the choice of a null basis 
was Penrose's strong belief that the essential element of a space-time 
is its light cone structure which makes possible the introduction of 
a spinor basis. The expanded system of equations connecting the 
spinor components of the curvature tensor with the components of the 
5pinor connection (spin-coefficients) has become known as the system 
of Newman-Penrose equations (or NP-equations briefly). It is possible 
that the formalism may look somewhat cumbersome with long formulas and 
tedious calculations, and usually creates some psychological barrier 
in handling and using MP method; but once the initial hurdle is 
crossed, the formalism offers a deep insight into th>? symmetries of 
the space-time. 
However, from the time elapsed since its first appearen.ce in 
1962, the viability and convenience of NP formalism have become 
established. Moreover in the modern litrature, it is generally 
accepted and widely used. What is the reacon for such popularity 
of the NP formalism ? Apparently the main reason consists in its 
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adGquacy and internal adaptability for constructinq the exact solu-
tions of EFE and for other investigations^ In particular, this 
formalism is convenient for the study of algebraically special gravi-
tational fields (cf. [2], [4], [26], [-32], [49]) o 
It is known that theWeyl tensor determines a set of principal 
light-like vectors (or pnd) the mutual position of Aiiich is directly 
related to the algebraic types of the gravitational fieldc (cf. 
chapter I). The integral curves of (pnd) principal light-like vector 
fields form a family (congruence) of light curves on the space-time 
manifold. The geometric properties of such congruences can lead to 
a classification of gravitational fields [17]. If a field of complex 
light tetrad is chosen so that one of the two real light-like vectors 
of the tetrad coincides with a principal light vector, then the 
individual spin-coefficient coincide with the so called optical 
scalars. The NP equations, in such case, which relate different 
optical scalars among themselves, provide a completely definite 
geometric meaning and are helpful in obtaining the solutions of EFE, 
When a complex null tetrad is used to describe the geometry of 
the space-time then NP equation? provide a considerable simplification 
in the equations. The use of a complex >'UJL11 tetrad and the choice of 
light coordinates make the NP formalism a convenient tool for the 
description of massless fields (photons, neutrinos) and the gravi-
tational fields. 
The NP equations have proved fruitful in studying the asymp-
totic behaviour of the gravitational fields [43], From the definition 
of asymptotic flatness and the use of NP system it is possible to 
study the behaviour of the fields at infinity ([43]p [x7]). These 
methods alongwith the idea of conformal infinity [43]^ enable Mawking 
to study the gravitational field of a black hole [l9]o 
Newman and coworkers [33] establish the relationship between the 
asymptotic properties of the gravitational field and the nature of 
the motion of a body generating the field. In this relationship the 
integration of NP equations plays an important role. 
Recently this formalism has been used by Ahsan [3] in investi-
gating the symmetries of the electromagnetic fields and it is found 
that radiative electromagnetic fields always admit Maxwell collina-
tion (i.e. £ Fij = 0.) 
Motivated by such vast applications of NP formalism, this 
chapter is devoted to the study of this formalism. The notations 
and conventions have already appeared in chapter 1= 
In terms of the complex null tetrad introduced in chapter I, 
the twelve complex functions, known as spin-coefficients, are defined 
through the rotation coefficients (eqn. 11 - I) as 
' ^ = -^241 = - "^;^ ^  ^^ 
' ^ = -^242 = ~ "pjv "^  ^  ""^ 
* ^ = -^243 = - '^ 5^,^  ^ ^ ^ "^  (la) 
* ^ = -^244 = - \ i ^ ^ ^ ^"^  
^ = i (^21-^341) =|(^,jP"'^' --,.^ ^ ' t ^ ) 
k 
X 
a 
^ 
^ ^131 
"^  ^132 
"^  ^133 
"^ ^134 
't^iP 
" ^ix;v 
m t 
m n 
m m 
m*^  m 
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y = k ^^ '122 - T^ 342^  ^ 
a = 2 (YJ_24 " Y344) = 
2 ^^Hjy " "^  - \;>^ m ^^  m ) 
(la) 
It is clear that the complex conjugate of any quantity can be 
obtained by replacing the index 3, v/herever it occurs, by the index 
4, and conversely. In terms of spinor affine connection (eqn. 29-1), 
we have 
'abed' ~ 
\ab 
cd' \ ^ 
0 0 ' 
10' 
01' 
Il» 
00 
k 
/ ^ 
a 
X 
01 
or 
10 
e 
a 
P 
Y 
11 
n 
A 
R 
1) 
(lb) 
From the decomposition of the Riemann tensor and its symmetries, 
the various components of the Riemann tensor are related to those of 
the Weyl and the Ricci tensor by 
R 1212 = C 1212 "^  ^ 12 " ^ ^ ' ^1324 - ^1324 + T2 ^' ^1234 == ^ 1234' 
^3434 ~ S434 •" ^ 34 ~ '5 ^  
^1314 = 2 ^11' ^ 2^324 "" 2 ^22 ' ^  
'"^ 1313 ~ .^1.313 * ^2323 "" ^ / ^ - ^ #-"•- ' ^ f 
3132 2 ^ 33' (2) 
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^1213 ~ ^1213 •*• 2 ^13 ' ^1334 ~ ^1334 "^  2 ^ ^13' 
^1233 ^ ^1223 "" 2 ^23 ' ^2334 "^  ^233A'^ 2 ^23 
and the additional complex-conjugate relations obtained by repl-icing 
the index 3 by the index 4 and vice versa. 
In the NP formalism, the ten independent components of the Weyl 
tensor are represented by the five complex scalars, 
"^ o = - ^1313 = - ^aPY^ i ^^ ^ ^^ = *oooo 
$1 = - ^1213 = - ^a^yS L ^ ^ ^ ^ $oool ^3) 
J. r ^ - _ i p $2 = - ^1342 = - i (^1212 •" ^ 1234) = - 5 ^aBY^ ^^ " ^ n^ + i n m m) 
J^ oo 11 
h = - ^ 1242 = - ^ aPY^ ^""^ "'"^^=$0111 
$4 = - ^ 424 = - ^ aPYS ^" '^^ ^ ^ "^ ^ = ^ 1111 
and the ten componGnts of the Ricci tensor are defined in terms of 
following four real and three complex scalars: 
^00 2 11 ^00 0 0 ^00 
$10 = - i "14 = ^0100 = i o i 
$02 = - 5 "33 = ?0011 = ^20 
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rise to that particular equation. 
- 2 _ _ _ 
D ^ - 5 k = ( ^ + aa) + ( € + 6 ) ^ - k r - k (3a+p-7i) + j) ^^1314^ ^^ '^'^ ) 
Da - 5 k = ( ^ + ^ + 3 ^ - 6 )a - ( x - li + a 4- 3p)k + ^ ^ 1^^1313^ ^^'^^ 
D X - ^ k = (-&+ 1i)^ + (f+iOo + ( 6 - ? )-C - (3Y+Y)k + if;^-!-?^)! ^^^1312^^^"^^ 
Da - ! S € = ( ^ + e - 2 6 ) a + pa - f f - k ;>-ky + ( e y ) : ! + ? i o , !^2^^'^3414~^1214^ 
(5cl) 
Dp - S € = (a+7i)a+(|^-€ )p-(^+Y)k - ( a - ^ ) C + Jj^ [ | (^1213-^3413^3 ^-^^^ 
Dy -^16= ( X + %)a + ( T + IT)S = ( ^ + 6 )Y - ( Y + 7 ) £ + X 7 ; ^^y^ 
^ ? 2 - ^ ^ ? l l , ^1^^1212-^3412^3 
(5f) 
- _ 2 _ 
Dh-ln = (^/\+ a^i) + 71 -f (a-p)Tc-Vk - ( 3 6 - 6 )A + $2o/ '^^244l3 ^^^^ 
D^ i - ^ T t = ( ^ ^ + a > )+ix^ - (6+6 )\i - 7T(a-p)- 9k + $2 "^  '^^/^'^2A31^ 
(5h) 
D p - A n = (n + r ) ^ + (^ +x)> + ( Y - 7 ) 7 : - (3 € + 5 )y + $^ + c5^, [ R ^ . ^ J 
*-3 '-21^'- 2421-' 
(51) 
4 ; i - ' J ^ = - (ix + il - 3Y - f)-^ + (3a + p -f It - x ) > ? » ^^^ ^^^2442^ ^ ^ j ^ 
S / O - l a =/>(a+p)>.a(3a-F) -1 ( ^ - ^ ) x - ( i^ - jDk - $^ . $^^ [,^3,^3] 
'' " (5k) 
Sa - g p = (^^- .Aa)+aa + pp - 2ap f y {f-}) + 6 W-^i) - f^ +A+ J^j^, 
^2 ^^^1234-^^3434^ 3 ( ^ 0 
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2 _ 
S :P-A^ = (^ i -i-?^) + ( Y + 7 ) ^ +V71 + ( T - 3 B - a ) i ; + 1J22T '^"^2423-' ^^"^ 
S Y - ^ P = ( X - a-P)Y + \iX -a-p-ed" p (Y-Y-pO^-a/^-^ 1*12* 
t ^ ^^1232-^3432^^ ^^ "^ ^ 
^ / > - S t = - (/>II+a>\) + (•p-a-X)x + (y-n) / ' + Vk ~ $2""^-^ '^^^1324^ ^^^^ 
ZV a - ? Y = ( / ' + € ) V - { r + p ) ^ + (7-li)a + ( P - ' ^ ) Y - $3* ti^^^^l242""^3442^ 
(5r) 
The commutator r e l a t i o n s (18-1) or (33-1) are 
(AD-DA)({) = [ ( Y + Y ) D + {e +€ )A - (x + ^1)^ - ( r + 7;)5 ](j) 
( 5 D - D S )(}) = [(a+p-K)D+kA- a 5 - (/3 + 6 - € )(^ ]«!) (6) 
( $A -A$)^ = [-VD + ( x - a - p ) ^ +>§+ ( H ~ Y + Y ) ^ H' 
(S5-S|)(i) = [(iI-^i)D + ( ^ - ^ ) < d - (a«p)| ~ (?-a)5]<l) 
The Bianchi identities (16-1) or (38-1) when written in 
general are very long. However, in empty-space R p = I'Annfn' ~ ^ 
they have the following from 
D$j_-"S$Q = - 3k ^2 + ( 2 ^ + V ) f i - (-'t+4a){Q 
0 ^ 2 - ^ $ ! = - 2k (^ 3 + 3/5^2 - (-2Ti+2a)$j,~ ;>l fi^ 
D$3-S$2 = -k Ip^  - ( 2 € ~ 2 / 3 ) $ 3 + 37t ^2 " ^^^x 
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A^Q -5$i = H Y - H ) ^ 0 - (4X+ 2P)$^ + 3a 1^ 2 
A {^ -Sfi^ = ">^5o-^ (2Y-2H)lp3^  - 3-^$2 "^  ^"^  ^ 3 
A $3 -8$4 = Syifg - (2Y+4H)$3 + (-T:+4p)$4 -
The NP equations (5), the commutator relation (6) and the 
Bianchi identities (7) form a complete set of equations from which 
the exact solutions of EFE can be obtained. 
Despite the fact we have to solve a number of equations, the 
NP formalism has great advantages. All the differential equations 
are of first order. Gauge transformations of the tetrad can be used 
to simplify the field equations. We can extract invariant properties 
of the gravitational field without using a coordinate basis,. The 
algebraic structure of the W.eyl tensor can be specified from the 
very beginning. 
To conclude this chapter, v/e shall now mention geometrical 
meaning of some of the spin-coefficients and the components of Wsyl 
tensor. 
The spin coefficient k is related to the first .cury_at.ure_of 
the congruence of which {[ is the tangent vector by the equation 
i , . .a = - k m - k m + ( 6 + e ) £ 
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It can be seen that if k == 0 then / is_Jang^ !lt,_to.^ a__qoori£si£. 
1^  
By the transformation J^,, >^t^,e-i-§ can be made zero. In the 
case of a geodesic with this choice for if we have 
a ^ ^ [^ I + 1 curl £ ] 
and g is the complex shear of c such that 
ca 
The quantity T describes how the direction of ^  changes 
__ _ .LL 
as we move in the direction n as follows from the equation 
Y+7 can be made zero again by the transformation ^ > tj^) (f . 
The spin coefficients "v^ tpi, ^ v»Tt are analogous, respectively, 
to k, -/O, - 0 , T , the difference being that the congruence used is 
given by n instead of L * 
If c,, is tangent to a geodesic congruence and we want to 
— • | j , - ^ — - ' " ' • '•• — ' ' • • " - — 
propagate the remainder of the tetmd system paralle.lly along tii_i£ 
congruence, then k -~ 6 = it = 0. 
If c,, is tangent to a neodesic congruence arid (Kt^ hyoercurface 
orthogonal, i . e , , proportiona^ljto a gr.Tdient field, then /f = /0__^ ajid^  
^ 31 ~ 
if equal to a gradient field then p ^ f> , X = a+p (For furtiier 
detailss see [17,29]). 
The tetrad components of the Weyl tensor have the followi na 
algebraic proporties: 
(a) (f =^  0, others zero; Petrov type N with propagation v:ctcr n^ 
(b) $, :|= 0, others zero; Petrov type III with propagation vector n 
(c) $2 =1^  ^ ' " " " ^ 
(d) $3 :[: 0, " " " I I I " '• " ^ 
(e) $4 k 0» t t t I I ( N » I I t 
' ' n and ( \x la 
u 
t I / 
By a propagation vector we mean a repeated principal null 
vector. We also have 
If in empty space the vector field L satisfies 
**• 
\ ^alB rS ^i? 1 ^  ^ = 0 then <- corresponds to one of the four 
pnd of the Riemaiin tensor anc ^ ~ ^o 
If two or more of the pnd coincide and are given by t the 
.P.Y 
y^ n 
''CPYCS^] i- ^ = ° °^ Jo = ^1 = C-
If ^ = ^ =: 0 then the field is algebraically special » 
Finally, we have 
Goldberq-Sachs Theorem; In empty space if L are tangent to a 
geodetic congruence whose shear vanishes then th:? field is algebra-
ically special and conversely, (i.e., k = a = 0 <~=r>,'^  ~- i'l ~ 0)» 
The generalization of this theorem has been given by Zund [52] 
and an electric and magnetic analogue by Ahsan [lj« 
CHAPTER III 
COMPACTED SPIN COEFFICIENT FORMALISM 
(GHP-F0RN1ALISM) 
The usefulness of NP formalism in treating many problems of 
GR has been dealt in the previous chapter. This formalism is simply 
the normalized tetrad formalism [11] with special choices made for 
the tetrad vectors-two are chosen as real, null, future pointing 
vectors and the other pair are chosen as complex null vectors; the 
twenty four real rotation coefficients combine to give twelve 
complex 'spin coefficients' and the Riemann tensor is decomposed 
into ten complex components. There is a direct correspondance 
between each equation in the NP formalism and its counterpart in the 
general tetrad formalism* 
Slighdy less well known is an extension called the compacted 
spin coefficient formalism or Geroch-Held-Penrose (GHP) formalism 
[18]. This formalism is clearly more concise and efficient than the 
better known NP formalism. However, GHP formalism failed to develope 
its full potential to the extent to which the NP formalism haso 
This formalism (GHP) is on equal footing with NP formalism, in the 
sense that either formalism can be used in any one situation, but 
it leads to considerable simplifications in cases where a space-like 
(or time-like) surface (and hence two null directions) may be singled 
out in a natural way. It deals only with quantities that 'transform 
properly' under those Lorentz transformations that leave invariant 
the two null directions, that is, under boost in i-n plane and under 
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rotation in the m-m plane perpendicular to these twc directions. 
About 25 years ago soon after the appearence of GHP formalism, 
Held [22,23] proposed a simple proceedure for integration within this 
formalism and applied it in an elegant discussion of type D vacuum 
matrics. The geometrical meanings of the spin coefficients appea-
ring in this formalism have been given by Ahsan and Malik [5]. 
While studying the behaviour of zero rest >KA.SS (ZRM) fields when 
placed in ax\ algebraically special space time background, a preferred 
choice of spin dy<2.d is essential and thus leads to the application of 
GHP formalism in such situation [16], 
After a gap of about two decades this formalism has again 
attracted the attention of many workers. Ludwig [35j has given an 
extension to this formalism and consider only quantities that 
transform properly under all diagonal transformations of the under-
lying spin frame; that is, not only under boost-rotation but also 
under conformal xescaling. The role of the commutator relations 
appearing in GHP formalism has been explored by Edgar [ll] in 
extended GHP formalism. On the other hand, using GHP formalism, 
Kolassis and Ludwig [28] have studied the space-times which admit 
a two dimensional group of conformal motion (and in particular 
homothetic motion)o The so called post Sianchi identities'", which 
play a crucial role in search of Petrov type I solution of EFE> 
have been studied by Ludwig [36] through GHP formalism. 
* A 2RM field o^ spin s > 0 is a totally symmetric spinor with 
rank 2s vihich satisfies the field equation 
Imposing tetrad conditions on algebraically general vacuum solutioi 
of EFE lead to integrability conditions on Bianchi identitiesQ 
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The free linear gravity field is a massless spin-2-field which 
can be described by a symmetric spinor ^^BQQ satisfying 
V,^ l[j = 0. The study of such fields and multipole fields 
(linearly independent retarted solution) has conveniently been done 
through GHP formalism by Herdegen [25]. Recently, Edger and Ludwig, 
in a series of papers [10,12,13,14,15,37] have given a proceedure 
(a clear and better than by Held [22]) for integration within the 
tetrad foimalism v/hich can give some popularity to this less well 
known formalism. The details of this proceedure are given in 
chapter IV. 
It is for these reasons that this chapter is devoted to the 
study of GHP formalism. Some basic material required in developing 
this formalism has already appeared in chapter I. 
In spinor notation, the most general transformation preser-
ving the two preferred null directions and the dyad normalization 
^ tA = 1 is given by 
A A . -1 A 
o ^A o , L •> > t (1) 
where ^ is an arbitrary (nowhere vanishing } complex scalar field. 
The corresponding 2-parameter subgroup of the Lorentz group (boost 
and spatial rotation), affects the complex null tetrad as follows: 
. a A^ ^ - l a 
t > ri f n > r n (boost) (2) 
a iO a 
m > e m (spatial rotation)(3) 
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where the complex vector m is defined by m = zz (^  + iY ), 
a a 
X and Y are unit space-like vectors orthogonal to each of 
a a ^ A ^ ^ j ^ 
I f n and to each other (i.e., X^ Y = 0 , X^i = X^n = Y_e = 
a a a 2 i© 
Y n = n X X = Y Y = 1 ) , T and 0 are related through 7^  = r e 
a » a a 
In terms of the null tetrad, the transformation (1) takes the form 
a _ .a a 
L — ^ A > ^ , n • 
- 1 _ - l a a 
7\ A n , m -
a 
in J 
_ - 1 a 
— ^ / l A tn 
- 1 -
> ^ ^ m ^ (4) 
The GHP formalism deals with scalars associated with ^ tetrad 
a a a A A 
(^,n ,ra ,m )/ dyad (o »t )r where the scalars undergo transfor-
mation 
P - q 
r) -—J. ^ > TTj (5) 
whenever the tetrad/dyad is changed according to (2) and (3) or 
(4)/(l). Such a scalar is called a spin and boost weighted scalar 
c -> 1 
of type \Pt<^J • The spin weight is ^ (p-q) ahd boost weight is 
1 A 
^ (p+q). Note that we may regard o l^i themselves as spinors of 
•* ") /• "^  3 3 9 
type ^1»0| and j^-l,0| , respectively, and i ,n ,m ,rn^  as 
vectors of type [l»^ ["^'"A » l}*"^} » f"-^ '-^ ] ' respectively^ 
We shall also make use of the prime systematically here to 
denote the operation of effecting the replacement: 
A A A A _A' -A'_/ A' 
O — > i C , I > i o , o > i i^ i—^ -i Q (6) 
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so that 
ax _" / "v —~ /—a a a ' a ^ ' a a ' a d ) = n , (m ) = m , (m^) = m , (n ) = I (7) 
This preserves normalization ^ L = 1 and the relationship 
between a quantity and its complex conjugate. Since bar and prime 
commute we can write T) without ambiguity. 
The components of Weyl tensor, Ricci tensor and the spin 
coefficients have the spin and boost types as indicated below: 
(see figure also) 
l^^O • (4,0), 11JJL:(2,0), ^^:{0,0), 1113: (-2,0) .IJJ^: (-4,0) 
$^^: (2,2), $^^:(2,0), ^^^'.{2,-2), $^Q:(0,2), c|j^ :(0,0), (8) 
i^^: (-2,-2),f2i •  (-2,0), $^ 0= (-2,2), ^^^ : (0,-2), A * A= A= |^R: (0, 
k : (3,1), a : (3,41), />: (1,1), X: (1,-1) 
k» : (-3,-1), a': (-3,1), p i (-1,-1), T': (-1,1) 
where the spin coefficients k',o', etc. are related to spin 
coefficients defined by Newman and Penrose as follows: 
V = -k«, A = -a', i^ = -yO' , n = -x', a = -PS Y = - £' (9) 
Out of 12 spin coefficients only eight are of good spin 
and boost [43] and the remaining four appear in the definition 
of the derivative so that the derivative may not behave badly 
under spin and boost transformationso 
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For a s c a l a r r\ of t y p e fp»<^| > w® d e f i n e 
^ Ti = ( D - p € - q € ) T ) , J>T) = (D* + p € + q 6 )TI 
^ Tl = (<5'-pp + qp )TI» ^ T) = (5 + PP ' - qp)-
(10) 
where the symbol ^ and -^  are pronounced as 'thorn' and 
'e(d)tK' i ]^ and ^ are the phonetic symbol for the soft and 
hard 'th' respectively, and the types of these derivatives are 
(see figure also) 
Y : (1,1), Y : (-1,-1), ^ : (1,-1), ^' = (-1,1) 
/K'V 
R 
--^.-x,-
1! 
-Af' 
.K. 
^.f' 
^Z 
r I r^ f Y, 
-x,x 
_/ 
0* -
"^ 
¥ 
^ \ 
^ 
spt^ w^Cc^id 
t 
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As a consequence of the above considerations, the NP 
equations, the commutators and the Bianchi identities get new 
explicit forms. They contain scalars and derivative operators 
of good spin and boost weights only, and split into two sets of 
equations, one being the primed version of the other. 
Since the complete set of these equations is not available 
in literature (as far as I know), we shall present them here. 
GHP field equations 
^ 2 _ _ 
> / ? ^^k' ^ /o^ + a'a - k X - x ^ k + ^ 2 2 
J . c - ' S k = {/0+/0 )a - k ( r + x ) +ijj 
ya* - ^ ' k ' = i/o\/5')a* - k ' ( x ' + T ) + \!^^ 
^ X - J,»k = (X 'l')/) + a {^ -T-) + l|J^  + ^^^ 
f> 'T l j ,k ' = ( X ^ - X ) ^ ' + a ( T ' - X ) + llJg + ^21 
(NP 
(NP 
(NP 
5a) 
5n) 
5b ) 
(NP 5 j ) 
(NP 
(NP 
(NP 
(NP 
5c) 
5 i ) 
5k ) 
5m) 
(NP 5p) 
(NP 
(NP 
(NP 
5g ) 
5q) 
5h ) 
/ ^/ ^ 
2 ' 
^ ! 
^ X - | , ' a = - ^ a - a i O + x + k k + ^ ^ 
/2 
' ^ •T - J>a' = - / J o ' - a / 7 ' + T + k ' k + ^^o 
YJO - ' ^ • X =/>/^+ oo» - x f - kk' - llJ2 - 2 A 
; ^ / ; - "^  X' =/° /^+ cr'a - X ^ r - k 'k - l[i2 - 2A 
(11a) 
( 1 1 ^ ' ) 
( l i b ) 
( l i b - ) 
( l i e ) 
( l i e ) 
( l i d ) 
( l i d ' ) 
( l i e ) 
( l i e ' ) 
( l l f ) 
( l l f ) 
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The above list does not completely exhaust i->ll NP field 
equations. The remaining equations refer to derivatives of spin 
coefficients which are spin and boost weighted quantities and 
cannot, therefore, be written, like above equations, in GHP 
formalism. Instead they play their role as part of the commutator 
equations for the differential operators ^ , |>', ^  and 'o'. These 
commutators, when applied to a spin and boost weighted quantity 
(scalars)ri of type ^P>q| » ^^^ given as follows: 
GHP commutator relations 
[J, fjt) = [(X- ir.)^ + (X-x')^« - fp(kk' -T-L4- IjJ^  + <^^^-^) 
I _ 
-q (inr -TX* + llJ2 + ill -'^^^^ ^^2a) 
[J', ^ ]n = [/5^  + aS' -x'f-kp - f?(^'k-xo + I|j^ )-q (a'k-^T+ I1)^ J^ )]T) 
(12b) 
-q(^2' - oS?' + 1|J2 - <l)ii-A)]T) (12c) 
together with the remaining commutator equations obtained by 
applying prime, complex conjugation, and both to (12b). Care must 
be taken when applying primes and bars to these equations, as 
T)', T] and T] have types different to that TIV Under the prime, 
p becomes - p and q becomes -q; under bar p becomes q and 
q becomes p; under both bar and prime p becomes -q and q 
becomes -p. 
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GHP Bianchi identities (Full) 
Y^l '^'X-^Kl^^; - / l l / + 4/0(lJ^-3k ^^ +z''$^^- 2^^^jL- 2a $ 
+ 2k $^^ - F $ 02 
10 
(13a) 
1 \ -"^1^4 - B 2 I + ^ ' $ 2 2 = -•^^4 -^  ^ / ^ 3 - 2" '^ $2-^'f22 " ^^^21 
- 2a'$^2 "• 2k' $11 - ^ '^20 ^^^^'^ 
- 2X$oi -^^*10 -^  2/^ ^ \ l " •^  ^02 ^^ '^^ ^ 
|>''l|j2 "^2 - % l +I'$22 •*- 2K/^= a l|)4 - 2Xl))3 + 3/llJ2 - 3k' ^^-^^22 
-2X%^^21-^ 4- 2 / $ , , + a^§^. (13b') 
> ^4 - ^ ' ^ 3 - ^ ' $ 2 1 ^ F ? 2 0 = ^^'^2 - ^"^'^3 V ^ 4 - 2k'|)j^^ +2a' ^^^ 
_ / 
+ /> $20- 2 i $ o i + a J 22 
J^lh . 
^^1 - % i + H 0 2 = 3^^2 - "^"^^1 V \ - 21c 5j^ 2 -^  2a 5 
V $ 0 2 - 2 ^ $ o i - ^ ^ ' $00 
(13c) 
11 
(13c') 
> ^ : 
H: 
+ 2 7;"$^ ,^  + ^ ' $ 2 0 - 2 / $ 2 1 -^  ^ ?22 ^^^^^ 
- "SilJ^  -J^'^^^ +^'$02 ' ^ / ^ = 2a 1113 - sril;^ + 2fy^ - k' i|^ -2^ ^ 
-h 2x''$i^ -Hr$^2 - 2/$^;^ + k $ ^
Od> 
0 / ' 1 2 
(13d') 
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Contracted Bianchi identities 
i ' J l l •^H22-'^ '$12/-^ 3 1*'^ = ( / 'V^jf22 ^ 2 ( / ' + ^ ) $ l l - (C+ 2-r )^21 
t 
- ( 2 X + X ) $ ^ 2 " ^ $10 - ' ^ ' i o i -^  ^ ' ? 0 2 ^ ^ ' $ 2 0 ^^"^^'^ 
>$12 •'Viol - % 1 -^'$^2 •*• ^^'^= ^^-^ ^/^^Ol -^  C2/)V)$i2-(^'^'^)J, 
- 2(T + t ' ' )$j^l-k ^ ^ ^ - k$22 + ^$21 •*• ^ ' $ 1 0 ^^^^^ 
2<5 
'00 
The content of vacuum EFE can be obtained by putting ^.g 
and A equal to zero in (11) and (12). The Bianchi identities (13) 
in this case have the following form: 
Vacuum Bianchi identities 
"J^ljJj^  -^ 'llJ - - -c'l)) + 4y3l|Jj^  - 3k l)J2 (15a) 
i^'h ' ^ h •--"'^^4 +^f^3 - 3k' 1IJ2 ( 1 5 a ' ) 
}> \\^^ -^'llJjL = ^'iJ - 2Tl|JjL + 3j0^^ - 3k lJJ3 (15b) 
y^^ -^il^ = oljJ^  - 2Xl|J3 + a/ l jJ^ - 3 k ' IjJj^  ( 1 5 b ' ) 
> 11^4 - ^ ' 1 ^ 3 = 3a'l|J2 - 4Tl|J3 +/}\^^ (15c) 
- . 4 2 -
|>''llJ^ -^ll<2 « 2o llJg - 3X11J2 + a/ijJTL - k'lp ( i5d») 
The source free Maxwell equations, in this formalism, take 
the form 
}> ^ 2. ~^^^ = -rtfj + 2^ (|)j^  - ki)^ (16a) 
together with their primed version^ Here we have 
^2 = L d ^ B = K '' l-2'°] 
where the symmetric spinor (|)/,D is related to Maxwell's field 
tensor by 
^ab "= ^ AB A'B» "*" AB ^A'B'" 
Note down the resembelence between the vacuum Bianchi 
identities (15) and the source-free Maxwells's equations. 
CHAPTER IV 
INTEGRATION WITHIN THE TETRAD FQRMALIS^AS 
We have seen in the previous chapter that GHP formalism is 
more concise and effective than the previously known tetrad forma-
lism discussed in chapter II. However GHP formalism has failed to 
develope its full potential to the extent it should has. To many 
people it is simply a more efficient formalism for NP manipulation 
(without the badly behaved spin coefficients) and frequently 
it is misunderstood to be a formalism to be used mainly for studj^ fri^ . 
the Petrov type D spacetimes, where there is svmmetric arranqement 
between two null vectors. The main drawback to a complete exploita-
tion of the GHP formalism has been the absence of a fully developed 
integration, procedure which would play the same role in the GHP 
formalism as the already existing integration procedure in the NP 
formalism. 
Soon after the appearence of the GHP formalism, Held [22,23] 
has given a simple procedure for integration within this formalism 
only for some specific problems. Recently, Edgar and Ludwig, in a 
series of papers [10,12,13,14,15,37], have given an integration 
procedure within the <^ HP formalism which improves a number of steps 
in the already existing integration method given by Held [22,23], 
In this chaoter, these integration techniques are briefly re-
viewed alongwith the method of integration in the NP formalismo As 
an illustration to this method of integration the conformally flat 
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pu re radiation metrics have been considered. 
lo Integration in NP formalism 
The MP formalism consists of a complete system of three sets 
of equations: the first set of structure equations defining the spin 
coefficients in terms of the tetrad vector (cf. eqn.l-II), the 
second set of structure equations defining the tetrad components 
of the Riemann tensor in terms of soin coefficients (cf, eqn. 5-II), 
and the third set of equations are thp Bianchi identities (cf. eqn, 
7-11). 
The standard integration method in the NP formalism uses 
precisely this complete system of three sets of equations and choose 
explicitly the four real quantities it) ? as the four coordinates 
i/j. The operators are written out explicitly in terms of these 
coordinates, 
V H ^ m ^ = ^ m ' ^ '"• = 1»2,3,4 (1) 
m \x |a 
V/hen the NP commutators (cf, eqn. 6-II) are applied to each coordinat 
in turn a new set of equations (equivalent to the original NP commu-
tator) for the metric coefficient f^ are established, called the 
metric equations, 
r-r H P ^^ 
^, f •*• ^ , 5 p = 0 (2) 
[m n] LmnJ ^ 
and the coefficients J^ are related directly to the metric by 
|i^ ^ \x ^ mn 
m n g = ^^ >„ n (3) 
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The NP metric equations, the NP Ricci equations and the NP Bianchi 
identities form a complete system in the three sets of variables: 
the metric coefficients ^^ (or the tetrad vectors L , n ,m ,m or 
equivalently the differential operators D,A s S fS -^^ "^^^ twelve 
NP spin coefficients, and the NP Riemann tensor components Ip^ , 
|i Q , A . The procedure is to integrate simultaneously this 
complete system of equation exploiting the coordinate freedom and 
the tetrad gauge freedom at different stages in the procedure so 
that the calculations are simplified. 
The refinement usually associated with Newman and Unti [41] 
(see also Newman and Penrose [40]) is to exoloit geometric conside-
rations in a particular way while choosing the four coordinates and 
the tetrad and its gauge; the choice is such that some of the metric 
coefficients are zero, and some of the equations are sufficiently 
simplified so that a systematic integration can be carried out (for 
certain classes of spacetimes^. This general procedure one refer 
to as Newman-Unti (NU) integration method. It must be emphasised 
that in any integration process all of the equations from all of 
the three sets of equations must be satisfied. There are certainly 
different ways of choosing the coordinates and the tetrad gauge, 
and a choice which is particularly suitable for one class of space 
times may not be suitable for another class. In this connection 
there exists a vast literature (cf. [29j, [4]), however the original 
coordinate and gauge choice given by NP [40] and exploited by 
NU [41] proved useful for a large class of spacetimes (cf. [2j), 
This is now-known as the Newman-Unti coordinates. 
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2. Integration in the GHP formalism 
The GHP formalism consists, in analogy to the NP formalism, 
of a complete system of three sets of equations: the GHP Ricci 
equations (of. eqn. ll-III), the GHP commutator equation (of. eqn. 
12-III), and the GHP Bianchi identities (cf. eqn. 13-III). Held 
[22,23j pointed out that the commutator equations(eqns. 12-III) 
are the essential structural equations in the GHP formalism but 
not in the NP formalism. But it would be more appropriate to state 
that the commutator equations are required in both formalism: 
explicitely in the GHP formalism, but they are sliqhtly disguised 
as the metric equation in the NP formalism. 
Ludwiq and Edgar [37] have developed a procedure of integra-
tion with GHP formalism analogous to one NU coordinate approach 
in NP formalism. On the other hand. Held [20] has given an approach 
that postoone the choice of gauge and exploit the use of the coordi-
nates until the very end of the analysis. He emphasised that the 
coordinates are not to be choosen from the geometric or other 
external considerations but rather to be allowed to suggest them-
sleves in a reasonable manner from within the mathematical structure 
of the field equations. The aim is a GHP operator-integration 
procedure which is driven by the structure of the mathematical 
problem, and not by the geometric or by d:her influences which have 
only cosmetic effects on the appearance of differential equations. 
Recently there has been further considerations [10,24] leading to 
the modification of this approach and an example has been worked out 
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by Edgar [lO] which satisfies entirely the gauge and coordinate 
free ideals of Held's original proposal. 
We thus havo two approaches Tor li^loyxation in the GllP 
formalism: one is the coordinate approach in analogy with thp 
NU aoproach in NP formalism, and other is the operator approach. 
Held [20,21J has modified the GHP operator to the new 
operators (p , I? , 'o, 'o') and developed an integration procedure, 
within this modified formalism, for algebraically special vacuum 
metrics. The modified Bianchi identities are the linear combinations 
of the GHP Bianchi identities, the modified Ricci identities are 
linear combinations of the GHP Ricci identities, the modified commu-
tator equations are linear combination of the GHP commutator 
equation combined with some GHP Ricci and Bianchi equations. All 
of the original GHP equations are included in the modified forma-
lism and both systems have the same number of equations with no 
significant structural change and thus the conditions for complete 
system in the GHP formalism also applies to the modified system. 
(a) Held's approach 
The method of integration within the modified GHP formalism, 
as given by Held, is described below: 
First step: Here a coordinate free integration technique for the 
operator J> is applied.This technique is analogous to the radial 
integration for the operator D w.r.t. affine parameter r in the 
NU integration method. Each of the radial Ricci and Bianchi equa-
tions (i.e., those with an J> operator term) are integrated and thus 
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these Ricci and Bianchi equation reduced to a set of polynomials 
in p and / for each spin coefficient and^Veyl tensor component; 
with each variable there is associated an unknown constant of 
integration which is destroyed completeL. {,: / annihilated) by f , 
Second step; The polynomial expressions obtcined in first step 
are now substituted in the remaining non-radial Ricci and Bianchi 
equations which gives differential equations connecting the unknown 
constants of integration and also there will be equations for the 
action of the four differential operator <yicyCi. 
Third Step; Introduce now a coordinate system. One unknown 
complex function, whose spin and boost weights are non-zero, is 
set equal to a constant-using the gauge freedom of the formalism — 
and four real (two complex) unknown quantities are chosen as four 
coordinates. Held uses these three quantities (complex) to be 
linearly indeoendent. By this he means that the gradient of the 
i 
six real quantities y\ (i = 1,...,6) are linearly independent, 
where for the purpose of this definition the non-gauge invariant 
vectors a (real) and p (imaginary) are considered linearly 
independent of the tetrad vectors i. , n ,m ^m . He also required 
originally that all three complex quantities used in this step 
should have non-zero spin and boost weight but recently \_'1A\ he 
now suggested that two of the complex quantities (those which 
supply the coordinates) have zero spin and boost weight. This 
choice has two advantages: (a) to have a check that the zero 
weighted quantities be functionally indeoendent and (b) when we 
deal with fourth step, using zero weighted quantities as coordinate^ 
we can avoid any explicit use of the non-gauge invariant vectors 
Ix f 'p' and the tetrad can be found directlyo 
Fourth step; This step involves a technique to determine the 
tetrad components (and hence the metric). The weighted gradient 
operator O Is related Lo the modified GIIP oporotor tlirouc)t> the 
r* 
equation 
O ^ V - t c T + s B ^ ^ ( > + ^ ^ + - t ^ ' ) + n > - / > m ^ ' -/> m ^ (4) 
Applying © first to that quantity (of snin weight s and boost 
weight t) which has just been transformed in the third step Lo a 
constant, enables the non-gauge invariant vectors a , g to be 
[J, \X 
obtained in terms of the tetrad vectors. By making use of these 
non-gauge invariant a , 6 , the operator 0 is applied to each 
coordinate quantity in turn to determine the tetrad components. 
Depending upon the number of unknown quantities and the complexity 
of the relations between them, there will be remaining non-linear 
partial differential equations to solve. 
Fifth step; This step ensures that all the commutator equations 
are completely satisfied. The commutator equations should be 
aoplied to two complex quantities of zero spin and boost weight 
which give four real functionally independent scalars. (To do 
this, apply the commutator equations to the four real coordinate 
functions, if they have chosen from zero-weighted quantities). 
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This five steps integration process has been applied to 
some well known examples by Edgar [lOj, 
(b) Edgar and Ludwig approach 
As stated earlier, the GHP formalism consists of a com.plete 
system of three sets of equations: the GHP commutator equations, 
the GHP Ricci equations and the GHP Bianchi identities. The 
procedure for integrating this system has been given above in 
five steos. We shall now outline the procedure of integration of 
this system as given by Edgar and Ludwig. 
The first two steps are the coordinate free integration 
procedure for the operator jp , exactly as given above; this 
iO-integration is a generalization of the r-.integration in the 
NP formalism. The third step involves the application of the 
commutator equations to the three complex quantities- two zero 
weighted complex quantities supply four functionally indeoendent 
zero-weighted real quantities and one weighted (by which we mean 
that neither weight being zero i.e. s ^  0, t ji^  0 or p j^  + q 
in the notation of [18]) complex quantity - so that the commutator 
equations are replaced by an alternative set of equations; these 
four real functionally independent zero-weighted quantities are 
referred to as 'coordinate candidates' because, at the last two 
steps, they will usually be the obvious choice for the four 
coordinates^ where as the one-weighted complex quantity will 
usually be transformed to unity by the choice of the gauge. This 
new set of equations may be referred to as 'GHP metric candidate 
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equation'. It is seen that many equations in the new system turn 
out to be identities. The choice of thf»se four coordinates candi-
dates is a crucial and difficult step. 
After these three steps the complete system v;ill have 
reduced to a much smaller subsystem of differential equations 
(operators); this subsystem consist of (the equivalent of) six real 
tables for the action of the four GHP operators on each of the 
four (real) coordinate candidates and on the one complex weighted 
quantity, together with any residual differential equation fron' 
the original system of equations. 
The last two steos (fourthi and fifth) involve the introduction 
of an explicit coordinate system and the adaption of a specific 
tetrad gauge; these choices are made in such a way that the reduced 
sufficient subsystem of differential equations become as simple and 
manageable as possible. If we choose four coordinate candidates to 
be the coordinates, then four real tables for these quantities 
become the definition of the four differential operators (equiva-
lently, tetrad vectors) in this choice of coordinate system, if 
we choose to use gauge freedom to reduce the weighted quantity to 
unity, then the complex table for this quantity becomes the 
definition of the badly behaved NP spin coefficients. The Killinq 
vector equations have also been used while making the choice of 
the coordinate candidates. 
Before workina out for the step-by-step illustration oi" 
this method for conformally flat, pure radiation metrics which are 
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not plane waves in tho generic car.o, wo now give below a cotnprir.i-
tive summary of the NP and thp GHP integration techniqueso 
To obtain the metric of a particular class of spacetimes, 
the NP approach begins by making a tentative choice of a metric 
form, in a preferred coordinate system and tetrad frame (suggested 
by the geometry of the class), and determines what coordinate and 
tetrad freedom exists to retain this tentative metric form. Next, 
the three sets of the NP equations (the Bianchi equations, the 
Ricci equations and the metric equations) are written down in 
these coordinates, and they are integrated step by sten; the 
coordinate and tetrad freedom is gradually used to make the 
integration easy, making the metric more precise but still within 
the tentative form. Further more the tetrad and coordinate freedom 
are linked together- a change in one usually necessiates the change 
in the other. 
While, on the other hand, in the GHP integration technique 
there is no tentative preliminary choice of metric nor of coordinate 
system; instead the three sets of equations (the Bianchi identities, 
the Ricci equations and the commutator equations) are immediately 
simplified, v;ithin the operator notation- a process which is equi-
valent to integrating (atleast, partially) the field equations. 
Once this process is completed- in the form of six tables- the 
coordinates are chosen in terms of zero weighted GHP quantities; 
the coordinates are choosen are directly and uniquely, with no 
coordinate freedom. The metric occurs only at the very last step, 
and can be written down from the table, in terms of these coordinates. 
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It may be emphasized that in this approach the metric form has been 
dictated by the nature of the calculations themselves, and that only 
zero-weighted GHP quantities are chosen as the coordinates. More-
over, the remainina GHP tetrad freedom built into the single weigh-
ted complex quantity of this analysis- is completely decoupled from 
our coordinate candidates, since they are zero weighted; changing 
the GHP gauge does not affect coordinate candidateso 
3. Conformally flat pure radiation spacetimes- The generic case 
Consider the conformally flat spacetimes with energy momentum 
tensor given by 
T,j = f k,kj (5) 
where ^ is a scalar function and k. is a null vector. If we 
identify this vector (null) with its counterpart in the usual null 
tetrad J^i,>ni,>mM»'"LL» ^^ obtain (in the GHP formalism) 
r* H* r^  r* 
%= ^l = ^2 = h = "^4 = ^ (6a) 
$,,= $ll = $d)l = $02 = ^ 12 = A = 0 . $22=?^ (6b) 
Substituting these values in the GHP Bianchi identities, we get 
a =/)= k = 0 (7) 
i.e the null vector in (5) is geodesic, shear-free and with zero 
(complex) divergence. 
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The case X = 0 corresponds to a subset of the plane wave space-
times [14,29,30]. Here we shall consider the case x ^ o. 
We have the freedom to choose the tetrad vector n upto 
a null rotation about 1 so that we have 
X = a* = />' = 0 (8a) 
^ -rk' -rk' = 0 (8b) 
> 
'C^/X) = 0 (8c) 
These equations are then used in the remaining Bianchi identities, 
the Ricci equations and the commutator equations. The next step 
is to find four coordinate candidates and extract all informations 
from the complete system. The spin coefficients and Riemann tensor 
components supply four real quantities (from complex C , k*) which 
can be arranged into two real zero-weighted ?.nd one complex weigh-
ted quantity. The simplest zero-weighted quantities are X.Z and 
"ok'/Xk', while an obvious weighted quantity is X/£ . These 
quantities satisfy the relations involving the differential 
operators (for details, see [l3]) and from these quantities we can 
construct a set of tables. Finally a choice of coordinates (e,c,a.b) 
is made and using 
V = ^ ,^^'+ %'i'-%'^' -%^ 
e 
it follows that I = i V (e) = J? (E), etc. and the tetrad 
vectors I ,n ,m ,m can now be written in terms of these coordi-
nates, and ultimately the metric as 
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ij 
-H/a 
(-2S+2Gc+a^+b^)/a -c/a 
•c/a 
-e/a 
~1 
0 
0 
-e/a 
0 
-1 
(a) 
where G,H,S are arbitrary functions of thp coordinate e, and 
H ^ 0. 
Equation (9) reoresent the metric for all spacetimes satis-
fying (5) and (6) such that X ^ 0. 
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